“Subtile’s” 34,000 stainless steel plates move in the slightest breeze, change with the light, river, and nearby skyline to enchant cyclists and walkers. Czech artist Federico Diaz designed “Subtile” using digital mathematical modeling that simulates the random fractal growth patterns found in the branching of a tree.

Nearby, is “The Barn,” a sculptural gathering spot for music, food and libations created by Dutch landscape architect Jerry van Eyck.

Over the River a few steps away "WEST" is being installed--a multi-dimensional moving sculpture floating off the Mill Street Pier by Brooklyn artist Janet Zweig.
• Two “Dangos,” large-scale visually connected ceramic sculptures, are nearby--three-dimensional paintings created by artist Jun Kaneko

• Inlaid bronze images of birds and plant life will soon meander in “The River,” a poem engraved in the sidewalk leading to the riverfront from a historic neighborhood.

West Sacramento’s Riverwalk will continue to integrate new dynamic public art with grants including National Endowment of the Arts and from developers of the Bridge District.

For more information, please contact Ms. Katy Jacobson, Community Investment Manager for the City of West Sacramento.
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